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in the
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in the
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under UK law.
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can be
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Under the current legal framework, prosecutions under
Under the current legal framework, prosecutions under
Part 12 of the ATCS Act may only be brought with the
Part 12 of the ATCS Act may only be brought with the
consent of the Attorney General. However, under new
consent of the Attorney General. When deciding whether
proposals currently before Parliament, the consent
to
consent towill
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requirement
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differently overseas from the way it applies in the UK.
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will most
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An unlimited fine and/or 7 years in prison.
5.	What is the maximum penalty for this offence?
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An who
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local authorities, contacting that country’s local mission or
7. I am forced to make corrupt payments and pay
suggesting to BERR London that we raise the matter at the
bribes in order to do business. What do I do?
OECD Working Group on Bribery.
Do not commit criminal offences. The whole issue of
7.	I am forced to make corrupt payments and pay
bribery and corruption is a difficult one, but we are
bribes in order to do business. What do I do?
determined to tackle it. We do not condone involvement
in corrupt practices.
Do not commit criminal offences. The whole issue of
bribery and corruption is a difficult one, but we are
Contact
the to
local
UK it.
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may be able
to take
determined
tackle
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your case
with the authorities, including to help
in corrupt
practices.
you resist requests for facilitation payments. They might
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suggest
jointUK
action,
for example
otherto take up
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the local
mission.
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be able
EU/OECD/international
donor
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to
increase
your case with the authorities, including to help youthe
resist
lobbying
weight
of the intervention.
requests for
facilitation
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joint action, for example with other EU/OECD/international
The
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UK of the
donor
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to increase
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lobbying
weight
intervention.
companies
and nationals a stronger defence against
attempts to extort bribes from them. Explain that you are
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ActUK
give
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companies
liable
for prosecution
under
law;
your
and nationals
stronger
defence
againsthas
attempts
to
hands
are tied;a and
that your
company
strict antiextort bribes
from them. Explain that you are liable for
corruption
guidelines.
prosecution in the UK under UK law; that your hands are
tied;do
and
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strict anti-corruption
We
notthat
know
any country
does not
guidelines.
criminalise the bribery of public officials within its own
borders. The penalties can be severe. If you are requested
We do not know of any country which does not
or required to pay a bribe then you should refuse to do so.
criminalise the bribery of public officials within its own
Instead, you should report this matter to the law
borders. The penalties can be severe. If you are requested
enforcement authorities of the country concerned and to
or required to pay a bribe then you should refuse to do so.
any other appropriate authorities.
Instead, you should report this matter to the law
enforcement authorities of the country concerned and to
any other appropriate authorities.
8. Bribery and corruption are endemic in many parts of the
world. What are you doing about the wider problem?
8.	Bribery and corruption are endemic in many parts of the
world. What are you doing about the wider problem?
The UK is actively involved in international initiatives such
as
Convention
Bribery ofinitiatives
Foreign Public
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in international
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Officials
in
International
Business
Transactions,
which
is
as the OECD Convention against Bribery of Foreign Public
part
of
the
international
effort
to
stamp
out
corruption
Officials in International Business Transactions, which is in
world
All OECD members,
the top in
part oftrade.
the international
effort towhich
stampinclude
out corruption
eleven
major
exporting
countries
(USA,
UK,
Germany,
world trade. All OECD members, which include the top

eleven major
countries
Germany, have
France,
Japan,exporting
Italy, Canada,
Korea(USA,
and UK,
the Benelux),
France, Japan,
Italy, against
Canada,bribery
Korea and
the Benelux),
legislation
in place
of foreign
public have
legislation
in place
against
of foreign
public full
officials
which
meets
OECDbribery
Convention
requirements,
officialsofwhich
OECD Convention
requirements, full
details
whichmeets
are available
on
details
of
which
are
available
on
www.oecd.org/corruption.
www.oecd.org/corruption. The UN Convention against
The UN Convention
against
Corruption
wasand
agreed
the
Corruption
was agreed
at the
end of 2003
has at
been
end
of
2003
and
has
been
signed
and
ratified
by
over
100
signed by over 100 countries, including the UK
countries, including the UK (http://www.unodc.org/unodc/
(http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/corruption.html).
It came
en/corruption.html).
It
came
into
force
in
December
into force in December 2005. We are also involved 2005.
in
We are also
GRECOanti-corruption
(the Council of body),
Europe
GRECO
(the involved
Council ofin Europe
anti-corruption
which isdevelop
helpingeffective
its members
which
is helpingbody),
its members
antidevelop
effective
anti-corruption
systems
(www.greco.coe.
corruption systems (www.greco.coe.int). We
also support
int). We also support business-led initiatives which help
business-led initiatives which help fight corruption such as
fight corruption such as the UN Global Compact (www.
the UN Global Compact (www.unglobalcompact.org), and
unglobalcompact.org), and the Aerospace and Defence
actively promote the OECD Guidelines on Multi-national
Industries Association of Europe’s Common Industry
Enterprises (www.csr.gov.uk).
Standards (CIS) and actively promote the OECD Guidelines
for Multi-national Enterprises (www.csr.gov.uk).
Through multilateral and bilateral assistance programmes
we support anti-corruption work as part of broader efforts
Through multilateral and bilateral assistance programmes
to
and economic
and efforts
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work asgovernance
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administrative
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environment.
some countries to make a tangible difference to the
business environment.
In addition, we work with business and professional
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guidance
in
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advice onin
in the UK to help them develop anti-bribery
tackling
bribeassolicitation.
their sectors,
well as offering advice on tackling bribe
solicitation.
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and mining
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to
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